Meeting Summary
KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF SCC MEETING: OCTOBER 18, 2022

PARTNERING WITH SHARED CARE
Each month the Shared Care Committee (SCC) reviews
Expressions of Interest (EOIs) and Proposals submitted from
communities/Divisions of Family Practice and Specialists
interested in engaging in Shared Care work. The following are
details of approved funding for ‘new and ongoing’ projects
from the meeting.








Northeast Emergency Department Medical Imaging
(NEEDMI) – Northern Health
Dermatology – Ridge Meadows
Cardiology – Ridge Meadows
AMHSU – Sunshine Coast
Healthcare Team with Remote First Nations – Central
Island
Social Prescribing – Nanaimo
CYMHSU Care Conference – Sunshine Coast

PRESENTATIONS | UPDATES
2022–2023 Workplan Adjustments and 2023–2024
Strategic Planning
Adrian Leung and Laura Anderson led a discussion on the draft
2023–2024 SCC workplan and sought feedback from the
committee on strategic priorities for the next fiscal year.
The Committee broke into three groups, to discuss three key
themes:




Degree of focus on priority areas and patient populations
Allocating funding and resource target/limits
Committee focus and function

Adrian and Laura will review the breakout groups’ findings and
incorporate discussions into the draft workplan, to be returned
to committee for approval at the November 8, 2022, SCC
meeting.

Project Updates
At the Committee’s request, Brooke Knowlton and Ray Cheema
will provide updates at the upcoming SCC meeting on the
Chronic Disease Community of Practice and the Adult Mental
Health and Substance Use specialized consultation gathering,
respectively.

Presentation: Chilliwack Division of Family Practice
– Pain Project Network Leaders
Jamie Carballo introduced the Chilliwack pain project team, Dr
Petrus Retief, Brenda Poulton, Gerry O’Hanley, and Tracey
Arsenault, who joined the meeting to share outcomes from
their East Fraser Pain Collaborative project.
The presentation included information on the background,
change plan, activities and outcomes, and key messages of the
project. Additionally, the group demonstrated resources and
videos developed as part of the project.

SSC/SCC Planning and Priorities for November 9
and 10 Workshop
Adrian Leung presented a proposal for the upcoming SSC/SCC
Alignment Working Group Workshop. The aim of this event is
to align services and initiatives to effectively collaborate with,
and support, physicians and partners.
•

•

•

Based on findings from phase one and two of the SSC/SCC
Alignment Working Group, phase three will focus on
solutions to streamline initiatives, and define priorities and
next steps.
Five problem statements identified by the working group, a
phase three participant list, and a road map outlining next
steps were shared.
The group aims to enhance the system impact from
SSC/SCC initiatives, as defined by the Institute of
Healthcare Improvement (IHI) Triple/Quadruple Aim, by
March 31, 2024.

Committee members shared recommendations for discussion
at the workshop, including measuring system outcomes,
helping physicians to reduce their administrative burden, and
consolidating and avoiding duplicative initiatives.

Reminder: 2023 SCC Meeting Dates
In 2023, the Shared Care Committee will meet 10 times, each
on the fourth Tuesday of the month, with the exception of May
which will instead take place on Tuesday, May 30 due to the
Victoria Day holiday.

FOCUS OF SHARED CARE COMMITTEE
Developing innovative approaches to improving collaboration between family and specialist physicians,
and spreading success through networks and other strategies.

